What a marvelous journey life is. Life itself is a journey
into human consciousness. This journey is so vast. Your
consciousness contains all aspects of the Creator. You
can dip into it and pick out what you want to use it for.
Every aspect of your human expression is dipping into
the Creator's consciousness, taking it, using it and
combining with your mind, your personality, your belief
systems and your up-bringing create the reality you
wish to experience. So truly the process of life is an
endeavor of going into the Universal Mind to explore,
study, understand and utilize aspects of the Creator.
The study of DNA is the study of the vastness of human
consciousness. There is so much mystery inside every
human being. Very little of it is understood. The
mystics has seen parts of this mystery, the seers have
experienced it and many masters have lived it. But now
with the new consciousness on the planet, the
potential of many emerging masters is very high. That
is why we have brought this gift at this time. There are
many emerging masters in all parts of the world who is
making a shift through their re-connection with their I
AM Presence. You are all aware of the great masters
who have walked this planet and wherever they
walked, the earth shifted. Parched lands became fertile.
Rivers flowed once again. Diseases were healed. Being
in their presence made one feel calm. In many of the
channelings, we call you Masters for this is who you
truly are. This process of emerging masters starts with
the activation of the full strands of your DNA. Talk to it.
Give it instructions so that it may be fully activated.
A wise man once said - the journey of a thousand mile
starts with the first step. By activating your quantum
DNA, you are moving into the vastness of who you are
and the Creator's Universe. Start the first step of your
grand journey into your selves by activating your entire
strands of your DNA.
DNA is the core element of who you are both physically
and spiritually. If there is a place you identify where the
Higher Self lives, it is in the DNA. Your whole story which
is imprinted in your Akashic Record is in the DNA. All the
gifts you had (talents and abilities) you ever had is
imprinted into your DNA.

All the actions you ever took and all the choices you ever
made - the energy of that is in your DNA. The spiritual
history of the human race and your essence as a part of
the grand universe is also imprinted in your DNA. It
carries your spiritual blueprint and all the spiritual
journeys you ever took on the incarnationl cycle.
The knowing and understanding of your DNA is the
knowing of your Creation, your Higher Self and
yourspiritual lineage.

Benefits of activating the Quantum DNA
(immediate benefits)
1. Visions
2. Dreams - more clear and clarity in dreams
3. Clarity of Mind
4. Feeling of Expansion
5. Feeling of Well Being
6. More Confidence

In 6 months time, you may notice the following:
1. More trusting of oneself
2. Feeling of Belonging
3. Feeling Connected
4. Some may have healings
5. Karmic energy can be disbursed
6. Perceptions and Values can change
7. Feeling of I Am Somebody
8. Feeling of I Belong to the Universe
9. Gifts and talents opening up
10. More clear intution, inspiration and synchronicity

With in your consciousness there is the ability to talk to
your DNA, to control and work with it and to become
part of it. When you give instructions to your DNA and it
starts to respond, you will awaken to your
multidimensionality which is your true essence. A
quantum consciousness creates a system of knowings.
When you activate your DNA, you also have the capacity
to extend your life span, the ability to understand and
read your akashic record. DNA activation means,
increased information to the DNA and to return to a
more multidimensional state. Quantum consciousness
is one that is ONE with everything. With in the new age,
you are slowly bringing back an original energy which
was designed for today. It is time to return to the
quantum state which is the spiritual state that your
forefathers gave you long long time ago (more than
100,000 years).

